HARBOR EYECARE CENTER IS PREPARED FOR YOUR VISIT

We at Harbor Eyecare Center take the trust you place in us very seriously. Here are the things we
continue to do to minimize health risks for everyone.
The vast majority of our team is vaccinated against COVID 19.
Despite increasing rates of vaccination we encourage patients and staff to stay home if any symptoms
are present, please alert us and cancel your appointment if you do not feel well.
We continue to wear face masks and require that you do as well. Updated guidance about vaccinated
individuals being able to remove face coverings did not include healthcare settings. If you need a face
mask we will provide you one on entry. When staff are performing solo tasks or eating lunch they are
allowed to remove these, small group meetings where all staff are vaccinated are also now allowed to
be mask free.
Pure & Clean is our trusted product for disinfecting throughout the day. We are fully stocked in hand
and surface spray and use it continuously, all patient care rooms are wiped down between each use. We
have tags on the doors of rooms to be clear when a room is cleaned and ready for use vs when it has
been used and needs to be wiped down. We have had interaction with our instrument manufacturers
to be clear about the best cleaning protocol for our specialized devices. Patient care rooms have been
equipped with air filtration devices with HEPAfilters and UV.
Our reception area has breath shields up, toys, magazines, and many of the chairs in our waiting area
are put away.
Our policies and procedures may be updated as patient care resumes. We can always be better and will
always strive toward quality, safety and efficiency without negatively affecting your experience and the
custom care that makes us proud. We have and will continue to spend a lot of our time on CDC, OSHA,
HHS, NH.gov and other websites keeping up on the latest recommendations and information regarding
COVID-19.
If you have feedback or a suggestion after your visit we are happy to hear from you. Our office manager, Debbie, can be reached at debbiehec@gmail.com. Thank you for your patience, your patronage and
your trust.

